Most research in concurrency focuses on providing safety and liveness guarantees under the worst possible conditions. However, workloads of many important concurrent applications are much less adversarial, leaving room for optimizations for the common case. In this paper, we focus on single writer multiple reader concurrency, where any number of transactions can atomically access shared data structures, but only one thread can atomically commit new versions. The single-writer setup is particularly applicable to search indices, online graph analysis, and hybrid transactional/analytical processing (HTAP) databases, in which there can be a continuous stream of updates handled by one thread, but the bulk of the work is done by transactions that analyze the data.
Introduction
Concurrent applications are designed to provide as much flexibility as possible in the workloads that can be handled. A lot of research has gone into ensuring that data structures, transactional memories, and other programs can guarantee safety and liveness under adversarial scheduling. This approach produces very robust applications, but can overlook some real-world scenarios, where workloads are better behaved, but good runtime guarantees are essential.
An example of such a scenario is the case of online data services involving heavy analytics on the data, but relatively light updates, such as for web indices, social network graph databases, or even history of purchases. In this scenario, it is essential that queries can be executed quickly, concurrently, and with minimal delay, even if they access large parts of the database. Update operations may be small or large, but happen possibly continuously at a lower throughput-for example a web crawler that updates the information about pages as it crawls them. If there are concurrent updates, it is acceptable to sequentialize them.
In this paper, we design applications that perform especially well in such conditions. More specifically, we study single-writer concurrency, where scheduling is adversarial, subject to the constraint that many read Write Transaction Figure 1 : Transaction Phases. k is the processor ID.
operations, but just one write operation, can be concurrent at any time. In this setting, we design a transactional memory in which transactions never abort and execute in a number of steps that can be tightly bounded, and for which garbage collection is safe and precise. While some of these properties can be achieved with multiple writers, we know of no previous transactional memory system that achieves these properties simultaneously, even when restricted to single-writer executions.
Our approach is based on multiversioning [28, 6, 23, 24, 19] , allowing the readers to proceed without delaying or aborting the writer, and the writer to proceed without delaying or aborting the readers. A common approach to multiversioning is to maintain a "history" of versions of each object as a timestamped linked list, and have each transaction traverse the version list at every object of the database to find the right version [28, 6, 23, 19] . This means that transactions spend a significant amount of effort traversing these lists, even if the database itself is small. It also complicates garbage collection since information about a particular version can be spread throughout the version lists. We give a more detailed overview of the related work in Section 6.
We get around these problems using two key ideas: (1) a solution to what we refer as the Version Maintenance problem for the purpose of acquiring, releasing and creating a new version, and (2) functional data structures [21, 3, 18, 26] , 1 for the purpose of making fast "copies" without side effects, and an associated garbage collection algorithm. We assume each version is organized as a DAG which can be accessed by a single entry node (e.g., a tree accessed by it root), and that the DAG cannot be side-effected (it needs to be persistent [9] ).
The Version Maintenance problem supports three operations. The acquire operation, acquires the current version (i.e., the entry node for the version), the release operation releases the version grabbed by the corresponding acquire, and returns a flag indicating whether this is the last usage of this version, and the set operation sets the current version to a new version by supplying a new entry node. Figure 1 illustrates how these can be used in read and write transactions. A valid solution to the Version Maintenance problem must guarantee it is safe to collect a version if the release returns true. We describe a wait-free algorithm for the Version Maintenance problem. We design the wait-free algorithm carefully to ensure that it will never suffer from high contention costs. That is, we prove that regardless of the workload, as long as there can only be one active set operation at any time, the contention experienced by any process is bounded to an amortized constant amount per step. We further show that the acquire operation requires only a constant number of steps, and thus beginning a transaction incurs almost no delay. We believe that the Version Maintenance problem, as well as our wait-free algorithm are general enough to be of independent interest.
Functional data structures allow for fast "copying" of DAG structures using path copying [21] . With path copying only nodes on the update path are copied and most of the DAG can be shared among versions (see Figure 3 as an example). Furthermore, the cost of traversing a data structure is independent of the number of versions, unlike for version lists. For example, even considering an unbounded number of versions, the number of steps taken by a transaction that finds a key in a balanced tree is O(log n). Furthermore garbage collection can be handled using reference counting. We describe a collect algorithm and show it is safe (never collecting objects that are still in use), precise (never keeping objects that are out-of-date), and efficient (taking time linear to the number of objects to be collected). We formally define safe and precise GC in Section 2. Our garbage collection conditions are similar to the UP-GC condition considered Perelman et. al. [24] . The time bounds and properties guaranteed by our algorithm along with the corresponding theorems in this paper. P is the number of processors. The contention bounds are amortized. In GC, S is the number of tuples that were freed. The terms delay, safe and precise GC are all formally defined in Section 2. Our results are summarized in Table 1 . An example is given in Figure 2 , which assumes using an underlying functional balanced tree structure. Delay is defined in Section 2 but roughly speaking the delay is the number of extra steps a transaction must take on top of what it would have if it were to execute in isolation on a single-versioned system. We say that a transaction is delay-free if its delay is a constant. As far as we know, ours is the first multiversioned transactional system to allow for the transactions' user-code to be delay-free.
Time Bound Properties
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we go over our model and some basic definitions. Then, in Section 3 we formally present the version maintenance problem and give an efficient wait-free algorithm for it. In Section 4, we briefly discuss garbage collecting in our functional version framework, and then bring these elements together to form our transactional memory system in Section 5. At the end of the paper, we discuss related work (Section 6), and conclude with some discussion of extensions to our work in Section 7. We defer some proofs to the appendix, where we also present an efficient lock-free version maintenance algorithm and some experimental results.
Preliminaries
The machine model we consider is an asynchronous shared memory with P processors. Each processor p follows a deterministic sequential protocol composed of primitive operations (read, write, or compare-and-swap) to implement an object. We define objects, operations, histories, steps and configurations in the standard way, and consider linearizability as our correctness criterion [16, 14] . An adversarial scheduler determines the order of the invocations and responses in a history.
Contention. We say that the amount of contention experienced by a single operation i in a history H is defined as the number of responses to modifying operations on the same location that occur between i's invocation and response in H. Note that this is not exactly the definition presented in any previous paper, but it is strictly stronger (implies more contention) than both the definition of Ben-David and Blelloch [4] and the definition of Fich et al. [11] . Therefore, the results on contention in this paper hold under the other models as well.
Transactions. We consider two types of transactions: read-only and write. Each transaction has an invocation and a response, and is said to be active in the interval between them. We require that transactions be strictly serializable, meaning that each transaction appears to take effect at some point during its interval. In this paper, transactions have an entry phase at the beginning of their execution, and an exit phase at the end of their execution.
Delay. Consider a transaction that executes user code that consists of m user steps (instructions). We say the transaction has delay d if it runs in O(d+m) machine steps, and say that a transaction is delay free if it has delay zero. The O(d + m) bound has to be independent of the number of threads, number of versions, or the actions of any other concurrent threads. It is important to distinguish a user step from a machine step since in traditional multiversion systems a single user read might involve a very large number of machine reads when traversing a version list. Figure 3 : An example of the insert function under PLM using path copying. After the function returns, the output T 2 is represented by the root pointer at 5 , while the input T 1 can still be represented by the original root pointer at 5.
Functional programs. In the paper we assume that the shared transactional memory is based on purely functional (mutation free) data structures. This can be abstracted as the pure LISP machine [21, 3, 26] (PLM), which like the random access machine model (RAM) has some constant number of registers. However, the only instructions for manipulating memory, are (1) a tuple(v 1 , . . . , v l ) instruction, which takes l registers (for some small constant l) and creates a tuple in memory containing the values, and (2) a nth(t, i) instruction, which given a pointer t to a tuple and an integer i, both in registers, returns the i-th element in this tuple. Values in the registers and tuples are either primitive, or a pointer to a tuple. There is no instruction for modifying a tuple. Changing a data structure using PLM instructions is done via path copying, meaning that to change a node, its ancestors in the data structure must be copied into new tuples, but the remainder of the data remains untouched. Using PLM instructions one can create a DAG (e.g., a tree) in memory, which we refer to as the memory graph. We note that it is not possible to have cycles in memory graphs. An example of the insertion function under PLM using path-copying is show in Figure 3 .
Versions.
A version root is a pointer to a tuple, such that the data reachable from this tuple constitutes the whole state of the shared world that is visible to a transaction. Every transaction t uses exactly one version V (t) which is determined before executing the user code. If t has not yet determined its version at configuration C, then V C (t) = null until it does. At every point in time in a history, there is a single current version, which is defined as the version most recently committed. There can be many transactions with different versions simultaneously active. For a set of transactions T , let R(T ), or the reachable space for T in configuration C, be the set of tuples that are reachable in the memory graph from their corresponding version roots, plus the current version c, i.e. the tuples reachable from {V (t)|t ∈ T } ∪ {c}.
Garbage Collection. Reference counting [8, 17] is a very common approach for enabling safe garbage collection. The idea is that each object maintains a count of the number of references to it, and when it reaches 0, it is safe to collect. Note that since we use a PLM, the memory graph is acyclic. This means that reference counting allows collecting everything [17] . We say that garbage collection is precise if the allocated space at any point in the user history is a subset of the reachable space R(T ) from the active transactions T . This says that the only tuples that have not been freed are the ones reachable from the versions belonging to active transactions. Garbage collection is safe if the allocated space is always a superset of R(T ), where T is the set of transactions that are not yet in their exit phase. Note that R(T ) always includes the tuples reachable from the current version.
The Version Maintenance Problem
In our single-writer transaction framework, we abstract what we need for the purpose of maintaining versions as the version maintenance problem, which tackles the entry phase and exit phase of the transactions (see Figure  1) . In this section, we refer to the version root as a version's data pointer. This is done to highlight the fact that the Version Maintenance problem can be used in more general contexts than our framework, where the pointer to the data is not necessarily a natural "root" into the database.
By its definition, the solution to the Version Maintenance problem is then to support a concurrent data structure with three operations: set, acquire and release. At a high level, the acquire operation returns a version for the process to use and release is called when the process is done using the version. To indicate that a version is safe to collect, the final release operation for a particular version returns true. New versions are created using set operations. More formally, if d is a pointer to some data, set(d) creates a new version with pointer d and sets it as the current version, i.e., Definition 3.1. The current version is defined as the version set by the most recent set operation.
An acquire(k) operation acquires the current version for process p k (1 ≤ k ≤ P ) and returns its data pointer. The release(k) releases the acquired version for process p k . For a given k the acquire(k) and release(k) must alternate starting with an acquire. Furthermore, every set operation of processor p k must be executed following an acquire(k) and preceding a release(k) We say that a process p k has acquired version v if acquire(k) returns v, and we say p k has released v when the next release(k) operation returns. We define the liveness of a version v as follows.
Definition 3.2.
A version v is live if it is the current version, or if it has been acquired but not released.
The release(k) returns true if and only if the version for p k was live before the release but not after. In a single-writer concurrent setting, any number of acquire and release operations may be active concurrently, but only one acquire-set-release trio may be active at any given time. Where convenient, for a given version v, we use acquire v , release v and set v to denote an acquire operation that acquires v, a release operation that corresponds to an acquire v operation, and a set operation that sets v as the current version, respectively.
Intuitively, the version maintenance problem defined above provides an interface that allows for safe and percise garbage collection; release v operation that returns true signals to the calling processor that the data pointer associated with v is safe to collect. Note that any linearizable solution to the version maintenance problem does not allow an acquire operation that returns v to start after a release of v returns true. This is because the current version is always considered live.
In the Appendix A.1 we show some properties of the Version Maintenance Problem, which are useful in our proofs. Then we present a simple lock-free algorithm in Appendix B and show that it is linearizable in Appendix C. In the rest of this section we present an efficient wait-free algorithm for the Version Maintenance Problem.
An Efficient Wait-Free Algorithm
We now present algorithms that solve the version maintenance problem. Here we present a simple wait-free solution, and show that it is also very efficient. In the full version [5] , we also present a clean and efficient lock-free solution to the problem. We believe that the wait-free algorithm highlights insights into the problem, and shows that regardless of adversarial scheduling, the solution to the version maintenance problem need not be a bottleneck for the transactions. We show that our wait-free algorithm is linearizable, and analyze it to obtain strong instruction and amortized contention bounds. Some proofs are deferred to the appendix.
In the algorithm, there is an announcement array A, and a global variable V which stores the current version. The each slot A[k] in announcement array corresponds to processor p k , and stores a helping flag help and a version. A version v is represented internally as a timestamp plus an index v.index. If v is alive, the status of v is stored in S[v.index] (the Status array) and its associated data pointer is stored in D[v.index] (the VersionData array). For the rest of the paper, any time we refer to a version, we mean a timestamp-index pair. Each slot in the status array S stores a collecting flag h and a version. S is mainly used by the release operations to decide when to return true. Since there are at most P + 1 live versions, we can guarantee that there is always an available location is S and D by setting both their sizes to be P + 2.
Next, we introduce some useful terminology for discussing the state of a slot in the announcement array: . Each CAS tries to set A[k] to 0, V . These CAS operations can be thwarted at most twice by the acquire(k) operation that requested help, so that operation is guaranteed to have a committed value after the third helping CAS.
Acquire. The goal of an acquire(k) operation is to reserve some version by committing it into A[k]. It begins by requesting help, reading the current version v, and announcing it in A[k] using a CAS. To ensure that v is still the current version at the announcing step, the operation reads V again (we apologize but v and V are not the same). If it finds that V hasn't changed, then it proceeds to commit v, again with a CAS. If it finds that V has been updated, it reads the new current version w, announces w in A[k] with a CAS, and starts over. This time, if it finds that V has been updated once again, it knows that two set operations have occurred, one of which must have committed a version into A[k] by performing 3 helping CASes. If v or w is still the current version, we use a CAS to set the helping flag in A[k] to 0, after which A[k].help must be 0-either this CAS succeeds and set A[k].help = 0, or this CAS fails, meaning that it is already set to 0 (see details below).
At any time, the only reason for an acquire(k) operation's CAS to fail is if another processor helped it commit a version. This can be done by either a set or a release operation (see details in the set and release part respectively), both making A Release. To perform a release(k) operation, the processor p k first reads the committed version v from its announcement slot. It then clears this announcement slot, and checks if v is still current. If it is, then the release(k) operation returns false because v is still live. Otherwise, v might no longer be live after this release operation, so it has to check whether someone else is still using v. Once S[v.index].h = 2, we know that no processor will try to commit the version v. v can still be announced by some processor, but that processor will see that v is no longer current, so it won't try to commit v. If a release v operation sees that S[v.index].h = 2, it must check whether it is the last operation using this version. It does so by checking if v is committed by any other processor. If it finds v committed in the announcement array, then the release v operation returns false because v is still in use. Otherwise, we know that v is no longer needed and it is safe for the release v (k) operation to return true. To ensure that only one release v operation returns true, the operations that reach this point compete to empty S[v.index] with a CAS and only the operation that succeeds returns true.
Correctness and Bounds of the Wait-free Algorithm
In this section, we show that our version maintenance algorithm is correct (linearizable) and efficient. We summarize the results of this section as follows: In the rest of this section we mainly show the proof on the step complexity and amortized contention of our wait-free algorithm. We defer the complete proof of Theorem 3.3 to the Appendix D, but instead just define the linearization points.
Correctness. Our wait-free algorithm is linearizable. We first state the linearization points of the operations, which can be used to sequentialize any history and lead to an execution that is consistent with the sequential specification of the Version Maintenance problem. To set the linearization points, we first propose the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let Q be an acquire(k) operation. There exists exactly one successful CAS (can be called by either acquire, set or release) during Q that sets A[k].help to 0. This CAS occurs before Q calls getData().
The proof of this lemma is deferred to the full version of this paper [5] . We refer to the CAS that commits a version for an acquire operation Q the committing CAS for Q. Now that we know this fact about the acquire operations, we can state the linearization points of each operation. 
for(int i = 0; i < P; i++)
for ( In Appendix D, we show that these linearization points yield an execution that is consistent with the sequential specification of the version maintenance problem, which effectively proves Theorem 3.3.
Step Complexity. From a quick inspection of the code, it is easy to see that acquire takes O(1) machine operations, while both release and set each take O(P ) machine operations, where P is the number of processors in the system. This proves Theorem 3.4.
Amortized Contention. More interestingly, we now show that the machine operations are not heavily contended. In particular, we show that each operation in our algorithm experiences low contention on average. Recall from Section 2 that the amount of contention experienced by a single operation i in a history H is defined as the number of responses to modifying operations on the same location that occur between i's invocation and response in H.
In order to easily discuss accesses to the Announcement array, we define a release operation's helping CAS operations as the CASes that it does in line 12. Note that some release operations do not execute any helping CASes at all. We begin with a simple observation.
Observation 3.8. For each version v that is announced in the Announcement array, there is at most one release v operation that executes helping CASes for that version. This is due to the fact that releasing processors of the same version v compete to change v.h to 1 and only the processor whose CAS succeeds goes on to execute any helping CASes. Furthermore, note that a processor executing acquire executes at most 3 CAS operations before returning. Two of these CAS operations may announce a different version in the array, and the last CAS may commit the version. This leads to the following observation.
Observation 3.9. Each acquire operation announces at most 2 versions in the Announcement array.
To show that our algorithm has low contention, the hardest part is showing that there is not too much contention on the announcement array A. At first glance, it looks like there might be a bad execution where half of the processes are running the helping portion of the release() method and they contend at each elements of A. However in the next lemma, we take a step towards showing that this is not possible by proving that the number of CAS instructions on A is at most 8 times the number of acquire() operations. Proof. As discussed above, each acquire(k) operation can perform up to 3 CAS operations, all of them on A[k]. Thus, in total, there can be at most 3a CAS operations on A[k] from acquire operations.
Next we show that there are at most 3a CAS instructions on A[k] from set(k) operations. A set() operation tries to help process p k only if it sees that the flag A[k].help is set. This flag must have been set by some acquire(k) operation and it will either be unset by the helping set() operation or it will be unset by some other operation during the helping set() operation. In either case, this acquire(k) operation receives help before the set() returns so it will not be helped by any future set() operation. Therefore, each acquire(k) has at most one helping set() operation. Each helping set() operation performs at most 3 CAS instructions on A[k], so there are at most 3a CAS instructions on A[k] from set(k) operations.
Now we just need to show that there are at most 2a CAS instructions on A[k] from release() operations. A release v () operation helps process p k only if it sees that p k has announced the version v. By Observation 3.9, at most 2a different versions are announced to A[k] and by Observation 3.8, for each version that is announced, at most one release() operation tries to help process p k . Therefore process p k is helped by at most 2a release() operations. Each helping release() operation performs a single CAS on A[k], so there are at most 2a CAS instructions on A[k] from release() operations. Now that we've shown that each acquire() operation leads to a constant number of CAS instructions on A, we can use the fact that acquire() operations are always followed by release() operations to argue that there are (approximately) a constant number of CAS instructions on A for each release() operation as well. Since each CAS operation causes at most P contention, we can argue that the total amount of contention on A is at most O(P ) times the number of release() operations. The proof of Theorem 3.5 formalizes this argument and fills in the other details. Theorem 3.5 Proof. Let N , M , and L be the number of acquire(), release() and set() operations, respectively. It suffices to show that the amount of contention experienced by all operations is O(N +M P +LP ) and that the amount of contention experienced by acquire() operations is O(N ). We consider the amount of contention on the four global variables, V , S, D and A, separately. Only set() operations write to variables V and D, and there can only be one set() operation at a time, so each access to V or D experience constant contention. Each operation accesses V and D a constant number of times, so these two variables contributes O(N + M + L) to the total contention and O(N ) to the contention experienced by acquire() operations.
Next, we consider the amount of contention on the array S. Each release() and set() performs a constant number of writes to the array S. Each write causes at most P contention, so these writes add at most O(M P + LP ) to the overall contention. Note that read operations do not cause any contention. acquire() operations never access S, so they experience no contention from S.
Next, we show that A contributes at most O(N + M P ) to the total contention. Let S be the set of processes that perform a single acquire() operation and let T be the set of processes that perform more than one acquire() operation. If p k ∈ S, then by Lemma 3.10, there are at most 8 CAS instructions on A[k], so the total amount of contention on A[k] is at most 8 2 . Let a k be the number of acquire() operations performed by process p k . If p k ∈ T , then by Lemma 3.10, there are at most 8a k CAS instructions on A[k]. Let b k be the number of release() operations performed by process p k . Since each acquire(k) operation is always followed by a release(k) and since operation a k > 1, we know that b k ≥ a k /2. Therefore there are at most 16b k CAS instructions on A[k]. Each CAS instruction causes at most P contention, so the total contention on A[k] is 16b k P . Therefore the total contention over all of A is at most:
Finally, all we need to show is that acquire() operations experience a total of O(N ) contention from accessing A. Again let a k be the number of acquire() operations performed by process p k . By Lemma 3.10, there are at most 8a k CAS instructions on A[k]. There can only be a single acquire(k) operation at a time, so each CAS on A[k] contributes at most one unit of contention to at most one acquire(k) operation. Therefore acquire(k) operations experience at most 8a k contention from A[k]. Summing over all k, we see that acquire() operations experience a total of O(N ) contention from accessing A.
Garbage Collection
We now present how we garbage collect versions that are out-of-date. We first formally define the desired property of a correct collect operation. We say that a tuple u belongs to a version v if u is reachable by traversing the memory graph starting at v's version root. Note that u can belong to multiple versions. Then we define a "correct" collect operation as follows: Definition 4.1. Let u be a tuple, and let t by any time during an execution. A collect function is correct if the following conditions hold.
• If for each version v that u belongs to, collect(v) has terminated by time t, then u has been freed by t.
• If there exists a version v that u belongs to for which collect(v) has not been called by time t, then u has not been freed by t.
In this section, we present our collect algorithm that can be used in our single writer transaction (Algorithm 1), and show that it is correct and efficient in Appendix E. The result of this section can be summarized as: 
The collect Algorithm. The writer uses path copying to create a new version. This means that many versions might share subsets of the database (the paths that did not change from version to version). In order to allow collecting a single version later on, reference counts need to be kept on the tuples of the database, which records the number of "parents" of each node x in the memory graph (x.ref). The counts are incremented only by the writer, but can be decreased by any release operation. When the writer copies a path, it increments the counters of all tuples that the new path points to, by calling tuple to create new tuples. Note that the memory can be seen as a DAG, and intuitively, each tuple's count is its in-degree in the memory graph. When the writer creates a new tuple u, it sets its count to 0. This gets incremented if u becomes the child of another tuple that the writer creates. Right before exiting the user phase, the writer must run output in order to designate a root to set as the new version, and to clear up the rest of the tuples that it created. In the output operation, the writer increments the count of the designated root and calls collect on all other tuples it created that do not have any parents in the memory graph. Later, when a transaction (reader or writer) executes a collect, it first decrements the count of each tuple that belongs to its version, and only actually frees the ones whose count has reached zero. Pseudocode for implementing the nth(), tuple() for a PLM, as well as the collect() and output() operations is given in Algorithm 5. We note that tuple and output can be called only by the writer's user code. We use an array of length l in each tuple x to store the l elements in this tuple (x.children[]). We use inc and dec to denote atomic increment and decrement operations. These can be implemented in many ways, and we leave this general on purpose. The simplest way of implementing the counters is via a fetch-andadd object. This is what we use in our experiments. However, we note that this could introduce unnecessary contention. To mitigate that effect, other options, like dynamic non-zero indicators [1] , can be used. In the full version, we prove that the collect operation behaves as expected (proving Theorem 4.2), freeing the tuples that are no longer reachable as soon as possible.
We note that the reference count of a tuple is never updated when the user code reads it, in this case, no contention is experienced, i.e., Observation 4.3. The run phase of a read transaction experiences no contention.
Single-writer Transactions
We now present our framework to the single-writer transaction, and later in this section show that by plugging in our Version Maintenance algorithms and GC, we can get an effective and efficient solution. We assume underlying functional data structure on the PLM, where any new version is generated by path-copying. We abstract the flow of read and write transactions as shown in Figure 1 . In our framework, each transaction's work can be divided into two types: (1) executing user code, and (2) executing operations on M (and possibly some garbage collection). The user code takes in a pointer to a version root v, and may access (but not mutate) any memory that is reachable from v. The user code may also use an unlimited amount of local memory, which is visible only to the processor running it. When discussing garbage collection, we do not consider the local memory, and instead assume that each user is responsible for its own local memory management. A write transaction creates a new version of the data structure in local memory, and its user code returns a version root of the new version, from which all newly allocated tuples must be reachable. A read transaction can also create new versions locally if needed, but are not allowed to commit to the database.
An effective instantiation of this framework consists of two important parts: (1) a linearizable solution, M , to the version maintenance problem defined in Section 3, and (2) a correct collect function, intuitively meaning that a tuple u is freed by time t if and only if it is no longer reachable by time t. We will show that combining them together will yield strict serializability, and safe and precise garbage collection.
Theorem 5.1. Our transactional framework is strictly serializable if a linearizable solution to the version maintenance problem is used.
Theorem 5.2. Our garbage collection is safe and precise if a correct collect function is used.
We now prove that our framework of version maintenance problem guarantees that the transactions are strictly serializable, assuming that we have a linearizable instance, M , of the version maintenance problem. In order to do so, we define a serialization point for each transaction that is within its execution interval, and we show that if we sequentialize any given history according to these serialization points, it is equivalent to some sequential transactional history.
Definition 5.3. The serialization point, s, of a transaction t is as follows.
• If t is a read transaction, then s is at the linearization point of t's call to M.acquire().
• If t is a write transaction, then s is at the linearization point of t's call to M.set().
Lemma 5.4. Let H be a transactional history, and let w be a write transaction that commits version v w in H. Let S be a serialization of H according to the serialization points outlined in Definition 5.3. A read transaction r uses v w as its version if and only if w is the last write transaction before r in S.
Proof. From the transaction framework, we know that every transaction always uses the version returned by its call to M.acquire() at the end of its entry phase. By the definition of the Version Maintenance problem, the M.acquire() operation returns the current version of M at the time that the acquire is linearized. Thus, r uses the version that is current in M at the time that it serializes (since its serialization point is the same as the linearization point of its call to acquire). Recall that the current version of a Version Maintenance instance is by definition the version that was set by the most recent set operation. Note that in the transactional history, the only calls to M.set are from write transactions, and each write transaction serializes at the linearization point of its only set operation. Thus, if the read transaction, r, uses version v w , v w must have been the current version at r's serialization point. Since write transactions are the only ones that call M.set, and they serialize at the linearization point of this set operation, by definition of the current version, w must have been the last write transaction serialized before r.
To complete the proof of serializability, we also need to show that the write transactions are atomic, i.e., that the current version never changes between when the write transaction acquires a version and when it commits a new version. However, this trivially holds, since we do not allow concurrent write transactions. Thus, we conclude the following theorem.
In Section 4, we discuss the collect function, and show that our implementation of it is correct, i.e., that it frees tuples that become unreachable, and does not free others. Relying on this fact, we can prove that our transactional framework guarantees safe and precise garbage collection. Intuitively, this is because collect(v) is called only when a release v returns true, meaning that v is no longer live.
Using Our Wait-free Algorithm and Correct GC for Single-writer Concurrency. We assume the user code manipulate memory only via the PLM instructions, where updates are done by path-copying, yielding an underling functional data structure. Then by plugging-in our wait-free algorithm for the version maintenance problem as shown in Section 3.1, our collect function as shown in Section 4, we can obtain single-writer concurrency with good property and strong bounds. In particular, our transactional memory guarantees strict serializability (following Theorem 5.1), no aborts, wait-free, as well as safe and precise garbage collection (Theorem 5.2). Our method is also efficient, guaranteeing strong bounds in delay steps and the amount of contention. The related bounds for efficiency are stated in Theorem 3.4, 3.5 and 4.2. A summarize of the results are listed in Table 1 .
As an example, we combine our algorithms with a functional balanced tree structure and discuss the guaranteed time bounds here. In this case, each transaction that looks up a key in the tree takes O(log n) steps before it can respond to the user, which is asymptotically no more than the bound for a sequential, single-versioned system (delay-free). Each transaction that creates a new version with an insertion/deletion/update in the tree costs O(log n + P ) steps before the new version is visible to the world, which is only O(P ) additional overhead (P is the number of processors). Taking the cost of release and GC into account, the delay might be longer, because although the user gets the respond after O(log n) steps, the processor can still be busy releasing the version or collecting garbage, making it unavailable for executing the next transaction. However we note that the cost is still reasonably low, as proved by our theorems. In Section 7 we also discuss how to tradeoff the precision of GC with step complexity.
Related Work
Multiversioning for transactions was first studied by Reed [28] and later formalized by others [6, 23] . Reed introduced the multiversion timestamp ordering (MVTO) protocol, which gives each transaction a timestamp and ensures transactions are serialized by the timestamps. MVTO never aborts read-only transactions, but it can block them as they wait for a write transaction with an earlier timestamp to commit. Furthermore, it can abort write transactions due to read-only transactions. The read-only multiversion (ROMV) protocol was later suggested [22, 33] for the common case of mostly read-only transactions. In the protocol the write transactions use two phase locking, and grab timestamps at the end of the commit. As with MVTO read-only transactions grab timestamps at the beginning. The advantage is that read transactions are neither aborted nor delayed. In the single writer case no locking for writer transactions is required. ROMV is similar to our protocol, but leaves many unanswered questions, including how to atomically commit and grab a version and how to garbage collect.
MVTO and ROMV, and most protocols suggested since then, maintain lists of versions for every object, which are traversed to find the object with the appropriate timestamp. This approach inherently delays user code since the version lists can be long. It also complicates garbage collection since the version lists need to be collected. As far as we know none of the early work on transactions showed bounds on steps or space.
Perelman, Fan and Keidar [24] have made significant progress on showing resource bounds for multiversion protocols. They define the notion of MV-permissiveness, which means that only writing transactions abort, and only if they conflict. In our case of a single concurrent writer, this means no transaction aborts. They also define useless prefix (UP) GC, which is similar to our notion of precise GC. They describe an algorithm that is MV-permissive and satisfies UP GC, as well as showing various impossibility results. However they do not give any step bounds. In fact, their approach is to copy the data that is about to be overwritten by a committing write transaction to all "earlier" read transactions. This is asymptotically inefficient even with a single concurrent write transaction. Their work, however, is in a more general setting than ours, allowing for multiple writers.
Attiya and Hillel [2] show that multi-version permissiveness is possible with a single version. However their approach allows for the readers to delay the writers arbitrarily long even in the case of a single writer. In particular as long as there is an active reader on a location, a transaction trying to write to that location will never complete. They also do not consider garbage collection. Kumar et al. [19] revisit the MVTO protocol and develop a concrete algorithm for it. The algorithm has the same issues as the original protocol-i.e., even with a single writer, the writer can delay readers and the readers can abort the writer. It also requires locks. It does describe a garbage collector that has similar properties to ours if the GC is applied frequently enough, but requires scanning whole version lists for objects and requires locks.
The idea of using purely functional trees to support concurrency has been applied in the Linux filesystem [29] to give multiversion persistent access to files (e.g., if someone is modifying a file when someone else is reading it). It is apparently also used in the lightning memory-mapped database (LMDB) in their B-tree implementation. Wu et al. [35] give a nice survey of the multiversion protocols used in modern database systems, and experimentally evaluate their performance.
Some of the techniques in our algorithm can also be found in wait-free universal construction algorithms (e.g. [10] , [13] , [15] ). In particular, we both maintain a global pointer to the most recent version of the data structure, perform updates on a new copy of the data structure and swing the global pointer over when we are done. Most universal constructions tend to be impractical because they copy the state of the data structure for each new operation. Viewed from the universal construction perspective, we presented a single-writer universal construction algorithm that (1) doesn't use large registers, (2) reduces amount of variables copied by using functional data structures and path copying, (3) special cases read operations so that they don't have to copy and (4) garbage collects old versions in a percise manner. The last point in particular is interesting because we have not seen any other universal construction algorithms that do percise garbage collection and this is the problem that our Version Maintenance Problem is designed to address.
Discussion
It is possible to extend our algorithm to the mutli-writer case but this will come at the cost of some of our guarantees. The simplest way to support multiple writers is to use flat combining [12] . In flat combining, each process announces its operation in an announcement array and then competes for a global lock. The process that grabbed the lock the executes all operations that are announced, and writes the results back in the appropriate slot in the array. In our case, only write transactions need to announce in the announcement array and read transactions can proceed as usual. After a writting process grabs the lock, it concatenates all of the write operations in the announcement array into one giant write operation and applies it using our single-writer transaction algorithm. Finally, it releases the lock and returns. Clearly, this approach gives up the wait-freedom (or lock-freedom) that we guarantee in the single-writer case, but allows us to keep the other guarantees. Furthermore, read transactions can remain wait-free. Flat combining is known to be very efficient in practice [12] .
Supporting multiple writers while guaranteeing wait-freedom and percise garbage collection is more challenging. One approach is to modify the definition of the Version Maintenance Problem so that multiple acquire-set-release trios may be happening concurrently. To do this, we can define acquire() and set() so that they are analogous to LL() and SC(). More percisely, this means that a set(d) operation by process p i successfully creates a new version using the data pointer d if there has not been a successful set() operation since the last acquire operation by process p i . Otherwise, the set(d) operations fails and returns false. At a high level, read and write transactions proceed just like in Algorithm 1 except when the set() operation in a write transaction fails, the write transaction has to free the appropriate memory addresses, finish the rest of the operation and return "abort". We believe it is possible to modify our wait-free algorithm to work for this new version of the Version Maintenance Problem, but if even we manage to without changing the step complexity, flat combining will probably still perform better.
Another interesting direction is to explore the tradeoff between step complexity and the strength of the garbage collection guarantee. For example, maybe we can design a faster algorithm if we allow at most 2P versions to be uncollected at any point in time. This would require modifying the Version Maintenance Problem so that release operations return a list of versions to be collected. With the new definition, we allow release operations to potentially build up a back-log of versions and then process them all at once.
Experiments
We test two applications, and show results and analysis in the Appendix: the range-sum query with updates (Appendix F.1), and the inverted index with AND-queries (Appendix F.2). For both we use some number of threads continually to do queries, and one thread to invoke updates. The queries, as well as the updates themselves, can be either sequential or parallel (using more than one thread).
In the experiments we use a (fully) persistent [9] tree structure as the underlying structure, implemented as part of a C++ library PAM [30] . In this library persistence is implemented using path copying and reference counter garbage collection. The reference counter is maintained with fetch-and-adds.
In the first application (concurrent range-sum), both update and query are sequential. We do in-depth study in the number of queries, query and update throughput affected by different factors of overhead (e.g., GC), and contention on versioning. In the second application both update and query are parallel, and we directly use PAM to test this simple use example.
We use a 72-core Dell R930 with 4 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) E7-8867 v4 (18 cores, 2.4GHz and 45MB L3 cache), and 1Tbyte memory. Each core is 2-way hyperthreaded giving 144 hyperthreads. Our code was compiled using g++ 5.4.1, which supports the Cilk Plus extensions. We compile with -O2. We use numactl -i all in all experiments. It evenly spreads the memory pages across the processors in a round-robin fashion.
A Properties of the Version Maintenance Problem

A.1 Properties of the Version Maintenance Problem
To facilitate presenting the algorithms and their proofs, we begin with a couple observations that are common to version maintenance algorithms.
The sequential specification can be summarized into two points: (1) Each acquire operation returns the data pointer associated with the current version and (2) A release v operation returns true if and only if v is not live after the release v operation. Note that this means that for any particular version v, there is exactly one release operation that returns true, and that operation is the last operation done on v. In the proofs of linearizability of our algorithm, we state linearization points, and then proceed to show that for any given history, if we sequentialize it based on the stated linearization points, it adheres to the above sequential specification. It is also useful to note the following two facts, which must hold in any algorithm that solves the version maintenance problem.
Observation A.1. v is live immediately before the linearization point of a release v operation.
Proof. Let C be the configuration immediately before the linearization point of a release v operation. The release v operation must have a corresponding acquire v operation that was linearized before C. Since the release v operation is linearized after C, v is live at C.
Observation A.2. A version v is live for a contiguous set of configurations.
Proof. Note that an acquire operation always returns the current version, which is already alive, and in a release v operation, v is also already alive because it is acquired but not released. Therefore they cannot cause any version to become live. Meanwhile in set v the version v is set to be the current version, thus a version v becomes live only at the linearization point of a set v operation. Since there is only one set v operation in any execution history, v can only become live once, and this completes the proof.
B A Lock-free Version Maintenance Algorithm B.1 A Lock-free Algorithm
In this section, we describe our lock-free algorithm for version maintenance. The algorithm uses a hash table S to maintain the status of all live versions. Similarly, a hash table D is used to store the data pointers associated with the live versions. Each non-empty element of S stores a version along with the count of that version. Intuitively, the count of each version represents the number of processes working on that version. We represent a version v as a timestamp plus an index. The index tells us which element of D and S is reserved for that version. A is an announcement array mapping each processor id to the version it is working on. Note that at any time, there can be at most P live versions, so both hash tables have size 2P . We use a global variable V to represent the current version.
Acquire. The acquire operation reads the most recent version from V , increments the count of that version, and returns the data pointer associated with it. Incrementing the counter is implemented by performing a CAS in a loop. Every time the CAS fails, the operation re-reads the current version and the status of that version. Before returning, an acquire(k) operation writes the version that it acquired into its persistent local variable
. This is so that the next call to release(k) knows which version to release. Release. Basically, a release(k) operation decrements the counter of the corresponding version v, and collect the corresponding version if necessary. Intuitively the release function returns true iff it does the garbage collection of its corresponding version (will be proved later). The release(k) operation first reads A[k] to check which version it's responsible for decrementing. Then it tries to decrement the counter with a CAS, just like an acquire operation, retrying until successful. After the decrement, if v is still the current version or if the count of v is non-zero then the operation returns false because v is still live. Otherwise, the count of v is 0 and v is no longer the current version, so the release(k) operation tries to make v unacquireable by setting S[v.index] to empty with a CAS. If it succeeds, then v is no longer live and it returns true. Otherwise, either some other operation has set S[v.index] to empty or some acquire operation has incremented the count of v. In the first case, the release(k) operation returns false because some other release v operation has already returned true. It also returns false in the second case because v is still live.
C Lock-free Version Maintenance Proofs
Correctness. In this section we first present the linearization points for each operation in our lock-free solution to the version maintenance problem. Then we prove that these linearization points satisfy the sequential specification outlined in Section A.
Definition C.1. For each operation op, its linearization point is as follows:
• If op is a set, then it is linearized at line 15. This is the line that updates V.
• If op is an acquire, then it is linearized on line 12 of the loop that performs a successful CAS on line 14.
• If op is a release, then there are two cases: (1) If op completes and returns true, then it is linearized at its final step. (2) Otherwise, it is linearized when it performs a successful CAS on line 9.
To make it easier to talk about the counter in S[v.index], we will refer to it as the counter of v. Intuitively, release operations that return false are linearized when they decrement the counter of the version they are trying to release. Also, we linearize acquire operations when it reads the version who's count it will eventually increment on line 14. Before we prove the main lemmas, we first prove the following two helper lemmas to give a better idea of what is happening in the algorithm. We first show that any acquire v () operations linearized before R must have increased the counter if v on Line 14 before the linearization point of R. Note that after the linearization point of R, S[v.index].v = empty, which means that the counter of v can only be incremented before the linearization point of R. Therefore all acquire v () operations must increment the counter of v before the linearization point of R.
Next, we show that all acquire v () operations linearized before R have corresponding release v () operations that are also linearized before R. We know that S[v.index] = v, 0 immediately before the linearization point of R, so each acquire v () operations linearized before R has a corresponding release v () operation that decrements the count for v before the linearization point of R. By Lemma C.3, all release v () operations other than R return false and are linearized when they decrement the count for v. Therefore all acquire v () operations linearized before R have corresponding release v () operations that are also linearized before R.
We can see from the code that v is not the current version at the linearization point of R because R passed the check in line 9. Combining this fact with the previous fact that we showed, we have that v is not live after R.
Lemma C.6. If a release v () operation R returns false, then v is live after the linearization point of R.
Proof. Recall that R is linearized at CAS on line 8 that decrements the count of v. By Observation A.1, we know that v is live just before this CAS. Therefore to show that v is live immediately after this CAS, it suffices to show that v is live at some configuration after this CAS (By Observation A.2).
If R returns on line 9, then either v = V, in which case v is live by definition, or the count of v is non-zero immediately after the linearization point of R, in which case v is live by Lemma C.2.
If R returns on line 11 or line 12, then either some release v () operation R is linearized before the end of R or the count of v is non-zero at some point after the linearization point of R. In the later case, we know that v is live after the linearization point of R by Lemma C.2. In the former case, we know that R must be linearized after R because v is live before the linearization point of R and v is not live after the linearization point of R (by Lemma C.5). By Observation A.1, v is live immediately before the linearization point of R , so v must have been live after the linearization point of R.
Together, Lemmas C.4, C.5 and C.6, and Definition C.1 directly imply the following theorem.
Theorem C.7. Algorithm 6 is a linearizable solution to the Version Maintenance Problem.
However note that this algorithm is not wait-free, and does not have time bounds. In particular, the while loop in acquire can run arbitrary long. This is because when the writer is running fast enough, between Line 12 and 14 the version at index s can be already rewritten, and thus the CAS in Line 14 can never succeed. Actually this algorithm can work well in practice, as we will later show in the experiments.
D Wait-free Version Maintenance Correctness Proof
Correctness. We begin the correctness proof with a few observations and lemmas that will help us understand the general flow of the algorithm. After presenting these invariants, we state the linearization points of the operations. We then proceed to show that, if we sequentialize any given history according to our stated linearization points, then we obtain an execution that is consistent with the sequential specification of the version maintenance problem.
First, note that the timestamp mechanism works "as expected": The timestamp in V is always increasing. Furthermore, this is true for every slot i of the version status and announcement arrays in isolation. That is, for all i, the timestamps in S[i].v and A[i].v are monotonically increasing.
Note also that for any slot k in the announcement array, A[k] = 1, * only if process k is currently executing an acquire(k) operation. This is easy to see, since the help flag never gets set to 1 from any other functions, and a process k only ever accesses its own slot when executing acquire. We now show that every completed call to acquire commits exactly one version.
Lemma D.1. Let Q be an acquire(k) operation. There exists exactly one successful CAS (can be called by either acquire, set or release) during Q that sets A[k].help to 0. This CAS occurs before Q calls getData().
Proof. We first prove that such a CAS exists, then we prove that it is unique. If a CAS in Q fails, then we are done because that CAS must have been interrupted by a successful helping CAS from a release() or a set() operation which sets A[k].help to 0. Now suppose all CAS operations in Q succeed. If Q performs a CAS that sets A[k].help to 0, then we are done. Otherwise, Q must have read V twice and found that the version it read was out of date both times. This means that it must have been interrupted by line 30 of two different set() operations (since sets are the only way that versions can change). Since there can only be one set() operation at a time, between the two executions of line 30, a set() method tries to help operation Q up to 3 times by performing a CAS onto A[k]. At most 2 of these helping CAS operations can fail due to a CAS from Q. So assuming that there is no interference from release() operations, one of the 3 helping CAS operations is guaranteed to succeed and set A[k] to 0. If there is a successful CAS onto A[k] by a release() operation in this interval, then A[k].help will be set to 0 by CAS operation from release() instead. Therefore, in every possible case, there exists a successful CAS operation O during Q that sets A[k].help to 0. Note that this CAS always happens before Q calls getData().
Since We refer to the CAS that commits a version for an acquire operation Q the committing CAS for Q. Now that we know this fact about the acquire operations, we can state the linearization points of each operation.
Definition D.2. For each operation op, its linearization point is as follows:
• If op is a set, then it is linearized at line 30. This is the line that updates V.
• If op is an acquire, there are two cases: (1) If the committing CAS is from a set, then op is linearized at the committing CAS. (2) Otherwise, let v be the version committed by the committing CAS of op. op is linearized at the step that it reads v from V (either on line 19 or 24).
• If op is a release, then there are two cases: (1) If op completes and returns true, then it is linearized at its final step. (2) Otherwise, it is linearized when it performs line 3.
We now prove that given any history H, sequentializing H according to the linearization points yields a history that follows the sequential specification of the version maintenance problem. The sequential specification is outlined in Section A.1. The first step is to show that acquire operations behave as specified. That is, if both sets and acquires are linearized as in Definition D.2, then each acquire always returns data pointer associated with the current version. To prove this, we first prove the following 2 lemmas which help us argue that D[v.index] stores the data pointer associated with v as long as v is committed for some process. In the proof of both lemmas, we repeatedly use the fact that for a fixed value of S[i].v, S[i].h is strictly increasing (it starts at 0 and goes up to 2). Proof. Let k be any process id. We first show that 0, v is never written to A[k] after S[v.index] is set to v, 2 . Let C be the earliest configuration in which S[v.index] = v, 2 . From the code, we can see that C occurs immediately after line 14 of some release v () operation R. We first prove that no release v () operation tries to set A[k] = 0, v after this configuration. Looking at the code, we see that R does not write to A[k] after configuration C. We also know that R must have succeeded in the CAS on line 9. We claim that no release v () operation other than R will execute the loop on line 16. This is because at most one process can succeed in the CAS on line 9, since S[v.index] is never changed back to v, 0 after it has been set to v, 1 . By the claim, we know that no release We prove part (2) of the sequential specification in two parts: if a release v operation returns false, then v is still live after that operation, and if the release v returned true, then v stops being live immediately afterwards. Since every release v operation must start when v is live, this means that once it loses that status, no other release operation can be executed on it. Therefore, the release v that returns true is the last one. To be able to formally show these properties, we begin with considering which configurations in the execution imply that v is live. This lemma relies on the definition of a live version (Definition 3.2). Lemma D.6. A version v is live at a configuration C if at least one of the following holds:
1. It is the committed version for some process. That is, A[k] = 0, v for some k. Proof. We consider each condition separately.
1. Assume the first condition holds. From the code, we can see that A[k] = 0, v at configuration C only if an acquire v (k) operation has been linearized but line 3 of the corresponding release v (k) operation has not occurred yet. Since release() operations are linearized at line 3 or later, the corresponding release v (k) operation must be linearized after C. Therefore v is live at C (condition (2) of the definition of live).
2. Assume the second condition holds. Let S be the set v () operation that made v the current version. The configuration C must occur after S is linearized because we know that V.timestamp ≥ v.timestamp at C. Suppose for contradiction that v is not live at C. This means there exists a set() operation S linearized before C that changed the current version from v to something else. This also means that each acquire v () operation linearized before C has a corresponding release v () operation linearized before C. Since no acquire v () operation is linearized after C, no release v () operation is linearized after C. Proof. By Observation A.1, v must be live before the linearization point of R. Let R be a release v (k) operation that returns true. R must be linearized at line 19, because R is linearized at its last step and this is the only line in R that could potentially return true. In order to reach this line, the check on line 4 must return false, so we know that v is not the current version at the linearization point of R. Let C be the configuration immediately after the linearization point of R. To show that v is not live at C, we just need to show that each acquire v () operation linearized before C has a corresponding release v () operation that was also linearized before C.
We first claim that there is at most one release v () operation that returns true. To see why this is true, recall from algorithm 4 that a release Therefore v is not live after C and the lemma holds.
Lemma D.8. If a release v (k) operation R returns false then v is live after the linearization point of R.
Proof. Recall that R is linearized at line 3. By Observation A.1, we know that v is live just before line 3 of R. Therefore to show that v is live immediately after this line, it suffices to show that v is live at some configuration after this line (By Observation A.2). Suppose R returns on line 4. Then v is still the current version at line 4 of R, which means it is live at line 4.
Next we prove the following claim. If R sees that a release v () operation R returning 1 has already been linearized, then v is live after the linearization point of R. By lemma D.7, v is live before the linearization point of R and not live after. Since v is live before the linearization point of R, by Observation A.2, we know that R is linearized after R, so v is live after the linearization point of R.
Suppose R returns on line 6. If the check on that line returns true, then S[v.index] is either empty or it has already been reused by a set() operation for a newer version. In both cases, some release v operation R has succeeded in its final CAS and returned 1. By the previous claim, v is live after the linearization point of R.
Suppose R returns on line 19. Then the CAS operation on line 19 must have failed for R. That means that some release v operation R has already succeeded in performing this CAS operation, so by the previous claim, v is live after the linearization point of R.
Suppose 
E Garbage Collection Proofs
We now show that the collect algorithm is correct. First we prove that it satisfies the first part of Definition 4.1.
Lemma E.1. Let u be a shared tuple. For any shared tuple w, let V w be the set of versions that w belongs to. If a collect operation has terminated for each version in V u , then u has been freed.
Proof. Fix an execution history and a configuration C. Consider the set G of all shared tuples w such that for each version v ∈ V w , a collect(v) operation has terminated. It suffices to show that for each tuple in G, there is a collect operation that frees the tuple and terminates before C.
First, we show that no local tuples can affect the tuples of G. To see this, fix a tuple u ∈ G. We want to show that there cannot be any pointers to u from local tuples, and thus that its reference count cannot be affected by local tuples. Assume by contradiction that there is a local tuple that is pointing to u in configuration C. Note that only write transactions ever create tuples, and that the writer cleans up local tuples in its output operation, and therefore never leaves any local tuples or effect on the reference counts of shared tuples after returning. Therefore, must have been created by a write transaction t that is currently in its run phase. For t to be able to create a tuple that points to u, there are two cases: (1) u must be a part of the version that t commits, or (2) u must be reachable from the version that t acquired in its entry phase. Note that in the first case, u is not a shared tuple itself, since it has been created by a transaction that has not yet finished its run phase. For the second case, recall that for u to be in G, all versions that u belongs to must have been collected. However, u belongs to V (t), and since t is in its run phase, V (t) is live at C, and therefore cannot have been collected yet. This contradicts the definition of G. Therefore, cannot exist.
Notice that G forms a DAG. Furthermore, for each tuple w ∈ G, G contains every shared tuple that points to w. This is because a tuple belongs to all of the versions that its parent belongs to. Therefore we can proceed by structural induction on G.
For the base of the induction, we prove that each of the roots in G has been freed by a completed collect operation. Let u be some root in G. We just need to show that each increment of u's reference count has a completed collect(u) operation corresponding to it. We've already shown that there are no outstanding increments from local tuples affecting u. This also holds for increments by output(u) operations because all of the versions that u belongs to have already been collected. Since u is a root, its reference count is not incremented anywhere else, so one of the completed collect(u) operation sets the reference count of u to 0 and frees u. Now we prove the inductive step by fixing some tuple u in G and assuming that all of its parents have been freed by some completed collect operation. Similar to the base case, we show that each increment of u's reference count has a completed collect(u) operation corresponding to it. All arguments from the base case hold here, and therefore we do not need to worry about increments from local tuples or output operations. So we just need to show that for each shared tuple w that point to u, there is also a completed collect(u) operation. By the inductive hypothesis, there is a completed collect operation that frees w, and we can see from the code that this operation executes a collect on u. Therefore one of the completed collect(u) operation sets the reference count of u to 0 and frees u. By structural induction, each tuple in G has been freed and this completes the proof.
Next we prove that our collect algorithm satisfies the second part of Definition 4.1.
Lemma E.2. Let u be a shared tuple and let V u be the set of versions that it belongs to. If a collect operation has not started for some version v ∈ V u , then u has not been freed.
Proof. Next we claim that each collect(u) operation corresponds to an unique increment of u's reference counter. This can be seen by a close inspection of the code; let c be a collect(u) call and consider two cases. Case (1): c is not called from inside another collect. That is, u is the root of a version that is being collected. In that case, c corresponds to the increment of u.ref in the output operation of the write that committed this version. Case (2): c is called recursively from a collect(u ) operation. In this case, the c corresponds to the increment of u.ref during the creation of u .
Let v ∈ V u be the version for which no collect(v) call has been invoked. Since u belongs to v, there must be a path from v's version root r to u in the memory graph. We show by induction that no tuple along that graph has been freed, thus implying that u has not been freed.
BASE: Consider v's root, r. r.ref has been incremented by the output call of the writer that created the version v and the collect(v) operation corresponding to this increment has not been invoked yet. Therefore the reference count of r is non-zero, so it has not been freed.
STEP: Assume that the ith tuple, u i in the path from r to u is not freed. We want to show that the i + 1th tuple on this path, u i+1 has not been freed either. Consider the tuple operation that made u i the parent of u i+1 in the memory graph. That operation incremented u i+1 's reference count by 1 and the collect(v) operation corresponding to this increment has not been invoked yet because u i has not been freed. Thus, u i+1 's reference count is greater than 0, and therefore it cannot have been freed. Finally, we prove that our collect algorithm is efficient. Lemma E.3. A collect operation takes O(S + 1) steps where S is the number of tuples that were freed by the operation.
Proof. Not counting the recursive calls, each collect operation performs a constant number of steps. Each time a tuple is freed, a collect operation is called on each of its l children. Therefore, the total number of collect operations spawned by a collect operation C is l × S, where S is the number of tuples that were freed by C. Since l is constant, C has O(S + 1) step complexity in total.
Together, Lemmas E.1, E.2 and E.3 imply Theorem 4.2. We now turn to showing that garbage collection can be safe and precise under this framework.
Theorem E.4. If we have a correct collect operation, then garbage collection is precise. structures. This implies using path-copying with snapshot isolation can achieve good concurrent performance. However, PAM by its own cannot do precise GC safely. In this section, we further apply our lock-free version maintenance algorithm on PAM for experimental evaluations.
F.1 The Range Sum
In this section we apply our algorithm to a simple case. We assume integer keys and values, and conduct parallel queries while updating the tree structure. We assume each parallel query is a range sum of all values in some key range. To answer it efficiently we augment each tree node with the sum of all values in its subtree.
To test the range sum query simultaneously with updates, we first build an initial tree of size n = 10 8 . We use P = 141 threads to generate concurrent transactions. We use one thread to continually commit updates, each containing n u insertions. At the same time, we start P − 1 = 140 threads running queries. In each query transaction, we execute n q range-sum queries. We control the granularity of updates and queries by adjusting n u and n q , respectively. In this application, each update and each single query are both sequential. We set the total running time to be 30 seconds, and test different combinations of update and query granularity. We report the following quantities: the max number of live versions, the average number of live versions, the throughput of the updates and the the throughput of the queries. The number of live versions. We show the number of living versions in Table 2 and Table 3 . They are also shown in Figure 7 (a) and (b). In both Figure 7 (a) and (b) we can clearly see that when n u is small, which means the updates happen more often, the number of live versions gets larger. This is because new versions are generated frequently by the writer, while the old versions are not yet collected because they are still used in some queries. Accordingly, when n u is large, an update transaction takes a long time and almost every query Table 3 : Average number of living versions.
Query
transaction can access the current version. On the other hand, when the query transaction becomes larger (n q gets larger), the number of living versions also gets larger. This is because when a transaction costs a long time, it is more likely for it to be behind the current version, and to keep some very old versions live. In turn when the queries are fast, all of them may catch some recent versions. In particular, when n u is small and n q is large, the maximum number of versions can be as large as 141, which is the number of query threads plus one (the writer). When n u is large and n q is small, there is always one live version at any time 2 . The average number of version show similar trend as the maximum number of versions. Table 4 : The query throughput (millions of queries/updates per second) with varied number of threads and settings. "Upd." means update, "Qry." means query. The (meaning yes) and (meaning no) in the table are used to denote if GC, updates and queries are running simultaneously in the corresponding tests. In the test updates with n u = 1000 are also conducted at the same time.
The throughput of queries and updates. We test four combinations of update and query granularity, as shown in Table 4 , and report the query and update throughput (millions of queries/updates per second). We compare the throughput to when queries and updates are executed together or by their own. For the query throughput we also test the performance when there is no GC. The Query Throughput. The query throughput when running with updates is always lower than when running purely queries. This is not only because of the overhead in running update transactions, but also from the possible GC cost-no update implies no new versions, and the current version will never be collected. To illustrate the overhead ratio of doing updates to GC, we show our algorithm without GC as comparisons (the 4th column in Table 4 ).
For all the cases shown in Table 4 , the overhead caused by GC is about 10% to 15% (comparing column 4 and 5 in the table).
The overhead of update is reasonably small (less than 5%) when n q is small. When n q is larger, the overhead is more significant (around 15%). This overhead is mainly due to the cache locality. When there are no write transactions, all the query transactions are working on the same tree, and the top levels of the tree are always cached. Instead, if updates are running, because of path-copying, the part of the top levels are newly generated (e.g., the root is always new). This also explains the phenomenon that the overhead caused by updates is more significant when n q is larger. In this case, the query transactions take long. During the query transactions the tree is updated with more tuples, thus the top levels in the tree are mostly new. These nodes need to be loaded into cache, which causes deterioration of cache performance.
Also, in general when n q is small the throughput is lower. This is because of the higher contention in modifying counters on the current version.
The update Throughput. When n u is large, we see significant drop in update throughput when queries are involved (about 1/3). The overhead is because of the queries, the contention in modifying the counter of the current version, as well as the GC invoked by the queries-the update operation (insertion) will increase the counters of the tree nodes, while the GC caused by the queries are trying to decrease the counters, and thus there is contention between them.
An interesting observation is that when n u is small, the throughput of updates running by its own is very close to or even lower than when running with queries. This is likely because when there is no query, the writer is responsible for collecting the old version every time after it commits a new version (when queries are running, the writer and the readers share the responsibility for GC). When n u is small, committing new versions is very frequent, and thus the GC cost is more significant comparing to the update cost.
Thread Contention Between Queries. We also use different number of query threads in our experiments to test the contention between query threads. The contention mainly lies in modifying the counters in acquire and release. We test with n u = 1000, and try different number of n q from 1 to 1000. We report the query throughput (millions of queries per second per thread). Ideally when there is no contention, this quantity should stay the same for different number of threads. Results are shown in Figure 7 (c). Clearly when n q is small, the acquire and release both happen frequently such that the contention is high. Thus the throughput gets higher when n q gets larger. When n q is 10 the performance is very close to when n q is as large as 10 4 . Generally, more working threads implies higher contention, but when n q is large enough, the decreasing from 20 threads to 140 is reasonably small (about 10%).
F.2 Ranked Queries on Inverted Indices
Background. We also test our algorithm on searching a weighted inverted index [37, 27] (also called an inverted file or posted file). Given a set of documents d ∈ D, which each consists of a set of terms (t ∈ T ), an inverted index build a mapping from each term to a list of documents (called the post list of the term) it appears in, each document assigned a weight w ∈ W corresponding to the term-document pair. Usually the weight reflects how the term is related to the document, and how important is the document itself. This structure can answer the conjunction and disjunction documents on given terms by taking union and intersection on the corresponding post lists, with weights combined. One useful application is to only report the documents with high weight, say, top-k of them, as a search engine would list on the first page. Throughout the section we assume all weight combining function is just a simple addition.
We implement the outer mapping using a tree T , where the value (the post list) of each term t is a inner map structure, noted as pl(t), mapping each document d to a weight w t,d . We augment the inner tree with the maximum weight in its subtree. Both the inner and the outer trees are persistent.
We support dynamic updates, i.e., new documents are added to the corpus, and some of the old ones are removed. Simultaneously multiple users are querying on the index. Usually updates are conducted by the server, and can be easily wrapped in one write transaction. In addition, adding one document means a large set of term-document relations added to the database, and we want a whole document is combined into the database atomically, i.e., the queries will never read a partially updated document in the database. This fits our single-writer framework, and the correctness would be supported by the functional tree structure. Assume we are adding a new document d with a list of terms {t i } each with weight w i into the current outer tree T . We first build an outer-tree structure T based on all mappings t i → (d → w i ). Then we take a union on this tree T and the current corpus tree T , and whenever duplicate keys (terms) appear, we take a union on their values. This means that if a term t i ∈ d has already appeared in the current corpus T , the posted-lists of the same term will be combined. The PAM library supports such union function that applies a user-specified binary operation to combine values when duplicates appear. This is done by the join-based union algorithms [7] , which also runs in parallel.
We test "and"-queries, which means each query takes two terms and return the top-10 ranked documents in which both terms appear. We carefully choose the query terms such that the output is reasonably valid. The query is done by first read the posted-list of both terms, and take an intersection on them. Because of persistence the two posted-lists are just snapshots of the current database, and hence each query will not affect any other queries nor the update by the writer.
Experimental Results. The throughput numbers of using PAM to build or run only queries on the inverted index have been shown in [30] , and in this paper our experiments aim at showing that simultaneous updates and queries does not have much overhead comparing to running them separately. we use the publicly available Wikipedia database [34] (dumped on Oct. 1, 2016) consisting of 8.13 million documents. We use the same pre-processing approach as in [30] .
We first build a tree with 1.6 × 10 9 word-doc pairs. We use different number of threads to generate queries, and the rest are used for doing updates. We note that the thread allocation for running query/update ratio depends on the scheduler. We do not use versioning or GC. We run both update and query simultaneously in 30 seconds, and record the throughput for each. We then test the same number of updates or queries running separately using all available threads (144 of them). Both update and query run in parallel-not only multiple queries run in parallel, but each single query is also parallel (using parallel intersection algorithm). The update uses a parallel union algorithm. We report the time for running them separately as T u (purely update) and T q (purely query). Numbers are shown in Table 5 . As we use more threads to generate queries, the update ratio gets lower. This is because the sub-tasks in queries are generated more frequently, hence is more likely to be stolen. In conclusion, the total time of running them almost add up to 30 seconds, which is the time running them in parallel together.
In practice, the ratio of queries running on such search engines should be much more than the updates. In this case, our experiments show that adding a single writer to update the database does not cause much overhead in running time, and the queries and gradually get the newly-added documents. Table 5 : The running time (seconds) on the inverted index application. T u+q denote the time for conducting updates and queries simultaneously, using p threads generating queries. We set T u+q to be 30s. We then record the number of updates and queries finished running, and test the same number of updates/queries separately on the initial corpus. When testing separately we use all 144 threads.
